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Throughout its history, the House of Harry Winston has had the opportunity to explore different artistic 
influences, which have helped to shape and define its fine jewelry aesthetic. Mr. Winston’s innate 
understanding of the aspects that brought fine jewelry to life – how to balance light, color, texture, and 
dimensionality – led to his lasting reputation as the ultimate destination for one-of-a-kind jewels.

Mr. Winston’s passion for creating these incredible works through precious gems was so immense that 
he truly saw jewels everywhere.  His world was immersed in color and creativity, a House tradition that 
continues today.

In the 1990s, the House furthered this tradition by creating something new and unexpected.  For once, not 
a piece of jewelry, but an objet that would replicate the intricate brilliance of a diamond.  Mesmerized 
by the refraction of light and  color,  a parallel to the facets of  a diamond,  the House introduced  the 
Ultimate Kaleidoscope, a limited edition jeweled piece of art, as a way to emphasize the similarities 
between two different illuminating art forms.

THE HOUSE of HARRY WINSTON introduces 
The Winston Kaleidoscope Collection

Celebrating this magnificent creation, nearly 30 years later, the House explores the hypnotizing beauty 
of a kaleidoscope in both its fine jewelry and timepieces, with a new collection that embraces the 
spectacular profusion of colors and patterns. Introducing the Winston Kaleidoscope Collection.    



Gemstones in vibrant and complementing hues mingle in an exquisite burst of brilliance in these 
extraordinary creations that are at once works of art and precious jewels.  Masterfully set in symmetrical 
patterns, exceptional gemstones take center stage and replicate the endless beauty that can only be 
captured through the lens of a kaleidoscope.

The lively symmetrical motifs take shape as captivating high jewelry pendants with center stones 
available in a myriad of colors, from red rubellities to green tsavorites; purple sapphires to aquamarines, 
and turquoise to tanzanite, among other unique combinations, paired with brilliant diamonds and 
coordinating side stones. Drawing emphasis to the brilliance of each colorful gem, pieces are set with 
unparalleled precision and engineered using a minimum amount of metal, in order to maximize the 
sparkle, scintillation, and overall beauty of the individual stones. The Winston Kaleidoscope jewelry 
collection, which consists of 32 pendants, is available in three sizes – small, medium and large. With no 
detail overlooked, each pendant hangs on a dramatic 30” gem-set chain that is a jewel unto itself, with 
matching stone accents and an added design motif in the back, in lieu of a traditional clasp.  



Carrying the same vibrancy, luminosity and whimsy as its jewelry counterparts, the Winston Kaleidoscope 
Collection also offers five high jewelry and six Premier timepiece models. The high jewelry timepieces, 
inspired by a kaleidoscope’s magical show, breathe new life into the House’s vast offering. Precious 
gemstones, clustered around the case, create a sparkling explosion of color and depth. Standout 
red-carpet companions or dazzling evening accessories, the Winston Kaleidoscope timepieces showcase 
the creativity and gem-setting expertise synonymous with the House. In addition, the kaleidoscope 
motif is reimagined on the dial of six 18-karat gold Premier models with a Swiss mechanical automatic 
movement. Bold colors and geometric shapes, accented with diamonds and precious stones, enliven 
these mesmerizing timepieces inspired by their magical namesake.

The Winston Kaleidoscope Collection is a one-of-a-kind ode to the perfection of its gemstones and 
the iconic design heritage of the House and is a true testament to the creative collaboration between 
Winston’s team of world renowned designers, gemologists and craftsmen, who all work hand-in-hand to 
create the ultimate expression of timeless beauty.

The Kaleidoscope Collection is available by request at Harry Winston salons worldwide.


